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Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic&#39;s early chapter book line

Branches, aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content,

fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and

stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In book #4, a new owl named Hailey starts in

Eva&#39;s class at school. Eva is always happy to meet new people, and she&#39;s excited to

make a new friend! But the new owl befriends Lucy instead of her. So Eva gets jealous. Lucy is

Eva&#39;s best friend! Will Eva lose her best friend? Or can Eva and Lucy BOTH make a new

friend?
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My girl was always a reluctant reader, but the Owl Diaries changed that! She loves the stories which

are written at a perfect level for her, not to complicated but with simple words and wonderful writing.

The book series is in a diary format which will speak to little kids and encourages them to start their

own diaries. Not only did the book encourage reading, but the diary format got her writing as well!

Plus, there are so many other "diary of a" books for older readers, that having a series at this level is



perfect since the little ones have already seen the older diary series form their siblings, which also

encourages reading.In all, another great Owl Diaries installment!

We were first introduced to the Owl Diaries series through school book orders.My daughter won't

put them down. We just received book 4 of the series today and dd has already read it.she is asking

if I can preorder the next book due to be release late November of this year.These books are great!

My 3rd grader was a reluctant reader but she has read every single book in this series in one day.

She LOVES them. Even did her reading fair board on one of them. Please, please, please write and

release new ones. OFTEN.

I love the branches books for my 2nd grader. They've helped her build the confidence to read

chapter books on her own. The Owl Diaries series is her favorite. The stories are interesting to her

and she enjoys the illustrations.

We bought the first in this series at a school book fair while my daughter was in Kindergarten, and

were immediately enchanted by the illustrations. The subject matter in this fiction series is

completely relatable for the younger elementary set, and the combination of story line, word play,

and precious illustrations all capture and hold my daughter's attention. We have also gifted books in

this series to friends, and received very positive feedback.

I love this series! I teach 1st grade and love having these in my classroom library. These are great

books because they keep kids engaged.As a parent, I love these because they are good for kids

who have short attention spans. My daughter has ADD and struggles with stamina while reading.

These books work for her because she can focus on one speech bubble at a time, which keeps her

focused.

My daughter loved this book. She is a very advanced reader in 1st grade. It's hard to find age

appropriate books for her that are at or near her reading level. The books have cute little pictures on

each page.

This series is super cute! Each page has bright colored drawings. This is the perfect transition to

chapter books. The print is a bit larger than most books which is great for early readers. The stories



are engaging and fun.
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